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IN!RODlX' '?ION

MODEBN OBSHTRICAL .ANALGESU
.lnalgeeia, aeoorcUng to Dorlmi 1 e Medical Diction&!'7, meana,
.Abaeme of eenaibilit7 to pain.•

11

ing pain.

2.

Analgeeio inean,,

Bot aensithe •• to pain.

3.

l.

"Relin

A remed.7 for pain."

laaenU&lly, in modern obatetr101, the object of elective ante
partum medication 1s the relief of pain, or in 1ome caaea 1 laok
of memo17 about pain exper ienced or both.

.Aocordi?:8 to the title,

then, thia paper 1hoa.ld diaauss th• uae tn modern obatetric1 of
pain-relining agent■, their methade of administration, the dosagea,
their advantage• ao!. diead.vantages, oompl1cat1one 1 &Di, most 1m:..
porunt, a comparhon of effeota and

&n

n&luation of their uee.

The amnelice, bowever, do not reline pai�, but rather s.m,;,.
pair the patient•• memo17 o:f 1 t.
amnesia 1 •

8Zl

In moat

tn>e•

of medioat1on1

eHential part of the effect de■ired.

Same 8'1thore

maintain tbat amnesia 1a not the aim o:f the obatetrici&.

G. H.

RJd�ti• (47) ••s tbat painless labor h the ideal. 1 aid. he thinlca that
ther• is mental trauma to tbe 1:n41vidu&l, if pain h emu.red at
all, nen if it 1• not remembered.

He gives another point in fa,..

vor of pa1nlea1 labor, aa,ing that restle1meu h a serious
problem in m&rJ1' patients who have had onl7 amne■ioe,
much in the way of sed.at1vee 1 or analgeeioe.
agr••• with B;yder on this point.

am

n ot ao

J. 1. !rit■oh (53)

Be states that analgeaics

am

amm11ioe, i:f used 1 are for use during the lit stage of labor

1

While aneetbetica are !or tbe ar.!. 1tage.
In d etermining the ■cope ot th11 paper , it waa DBCeaav,
to 4eeide whether or not to inolute inhalation aneatbetic1,
1u.ah a.e ni troua oxid.e-m:7gen,
par$ of the aecond

•tase

am

ether• used 4uring tbe terminal

ot labor.

The decilion excluded. the

del1-.e17 room aneathetic1, except 1n the eaee of continuoua oautal
&nal.ae.ta, � other method.a

am.

prooedurea which require no

aupplementa.r., aneatbetic.
In ord•r to prffent contu.eion &bout t-erme uaed. in tbia paper,
the following def1n1 tiona are given.
that &l.l&7e exoi tement".
deep•.

J. aedaUve 1a •a reme47

A. bJpnotio ia •a drag that in11:1e••

.An anod7ne is •a medic-!.ue that re-lisvH pain•.

.An

anesthetic 1• •a drug that produo•• losa of feeling or 1ensa
t1on, eepecial.17 10,a of taoUl• eeneib111t,•.

2
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HIS'l'Q'RY AND G"!ry,1ERAL CONSIDERATIOr1S

The problem of the relief of pain during l~bor is of prime
importance to the obstetrieian.

Chlorofo?"ll was one of the

earliest of anesthetics, used by Sir James Young Simpson, in

1847.

The patient was delivered, without her knowle:ige, arrl

the doc tor comments, "Shortly afterward her infa.>1t wa.s brought
in by the nurse from the adjoining room, and it was a matter of
no small difficult:: to convince the astonished mother that the
labor was entirely over a.nd tha.t the child. presented t:> her was
really her •own living baby 1 ."
Since this time, mueh progress has b~an made in this direc-

tion, and very few drugs which have any pain relieving properties
have been overlooked by the medical profession in an attempt to

fi ni the ideal agent.

Ether was us Ed, also in 1847, ard in 1880,

Klikowitseh used nitrous oxide with oxygan to terminate the
seconc'i. stage of labor.

Early in the twentieth eanti.1ry, Von

Steinbuohel gave a h,vroden-:nio injee tion of secpolamine hydrobromide, and. morphine sulphate to relieve the pa.ins of ehild-

birth.

Muoh publieity was given by lay publications to the

advent of the Ge!'!na,n discovery; twilight sl~ep.

'Ibis web used

and abused method of analgesia., and amnesia. has many a.dvooa.tas
today, especially in e~rly labors of primiparae.

Spinal anesthesia., shortly after its discovery in 1889,
was attempted by Sincl-9.ir, Horkins, a.:n:1 ot'h9rs in obstetrics.

There a.re raports in the lit~rature in the last few years, of

'-'
3
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series of obstetrieal patients, who were delivered under the influence of spinal anesthesia.
Gwa.thmey a.ni Da.vis, i.n the Lying-in Rospi tal of New York,
collaborated to popularize the Gwathmey taebnique of Ether-oil

rectal mixtures.

Many combinations of dri.igs were tried before

a s t~nd ard method was e,,01ved.

Ether-o 11 rec tally, according to

a. personal eommunica.tion from Dr. Dg,vid Findley, is again coming

I;

into more favor in the past few yea.rs.

·-.~

With the advent of the barbituric acid deriva.tes, in 1904,
and their initial use in obstetrics in 1929 by Hirst an!. others,
a new era. in obstetrical an~lgesia came into ascendence.

The

dominating role of tbe ba.rbi tu.rates continuad, and is contiming;

even through the attempted usurping of the spotlight by continuous
caudal analgesia, as intrcduoad by Hingson arrl Edwards in 1942.
And so 1 through the yea.rs from 184?, with ether a.ni chloro-

form, to 1945, with continuous caudal, the aim of the obstetrician

ha.s been to find a method, or e. drug, whier: will be the perfect
answer to the cry of the woman in labor for relief of her pain.
To date, the perfee t method has not been found.

None do every-

tr.ing and even tba many combinations which a.re us~ are hoking
in one or more of the rrereq_uisi tes of the perfect analgesic.
The tendemy has been towa.rd polypha.niacy, because of the multipl i~i ty of effects dgsired, a.ni the lack of drugs which, when
used alone, have these effects.
4
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What I then, a.re these -prerequisites wbioh the perfect

analgesic must fill in order to

be

considered the drug of oboioe?

There are three main eriteria.

1.

Tha drug mu.st have no harm-

ful effect on the moth~r or infant.

relieving pa.in.

3.

2.

It must be effective in

It must not interfere with the normal forces

of labor.

Oth'3r secondary things are of importanea, partieul,c1rly to

the doctor.

lv

Restlessness, while essentially not a pa.rmful

eff~ct on the mother should be kept to a minimum to improve the
manageability of t~e patient in the hospital.
':l

metr,od should be u;;ed wMeh ma.y be e,g,sily

2.

I think that

st~ardized and

routine, although many good obstetrician~ writing in the litarll.ture do not agree with me.

One says that by all means, the method

of ~nalgesia should be individualizeo to suit the patient at hand,
and says also, that the more sunh an qffaet is attempted, the
b9tter are t:he results whic:t ean be hoo.; and the more work it is
to get them.

Pointe may be mentioned separately which are inolu.d.ed uni~r
"h~m,ful eft,ee ts on the mother or infant".

1. Low toxi~ity, and l~rge ~argin of s~fety are the first.
Gnloroform :bas largely been discontinued in presentday obstetrics, because of the toxio effects it has

been proved to have.
2. The absence of untoward symptoms of the analgesic i ~
5
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necessary.

One of the main objections to tbe barbi-

turates is tbe presence of restlessness in many of
the patients.

Morphine is well-known for its de-

pression of the feta.l respiratory eenter, ard the

high incidence of blue babies it ca.uses ..

3. The presence or absence of consciousness and amnesia are still d~ba.ted problems, some doctors

on each side.
Some men go so fa.r as to advoeBte no analgesia. at all.
are some of their "reasons".

1. They eonde~n the use of tbe prophylaotio or outlet
forceps.
2, All drugs reduce uterine contractions both in

fraci,ue:noy and in strength a.ni thus interfere
with normal uterine function.
3. The essential cooperation of the a1other in the second

stage is lost 1 producing an arrest of lsbor.
4. The oha.nge in the uterine aotivity predisposes to

hemorrhage in the third stage.
5. All analgesics have a depressing effee t on the

respiratory center of the fetus.
6. Easy spontaneous delivery is a pre~entive of birth
trauma which migtt ca.uqe n'9uroses in later life.

?. Childbeari~ is an essential e:xperienoe to a
woman, which should not be thwarted in its normal

.._...
6

These

.._..

course because of the damage to h~r personality.
8. No woman, whether intelligent or ,mintelligent,

modern or old-f~shioned, wants the birth of her
baby to be a blank in her memory.

In answer to these arguments, De.vis, in 1916, wrote,
"The belief that pain is an inevitable accompaniment of labor has
reconciled mothers to endure it, while the joy of suooessful
motherhood has caused them to forget it.

There is, however, no

logical reason why women should suffer during labor."

I be-

lieve that a.11 conscientious doc tore agree with Davis, and do all

in their power to relieve the pains of ctildbirth.
In the following pa.gas; I am going to attempt to outline the

various metbods in prevalent use today.

They will be listed

separatelv 1 a1 though th9re are many eombina,tions of two or more

of the methods in use.

The oldest and least used methods will

be discussed first, and the most used a.ni most oontroversia.l
left for the last.

The last section will bring together the

material on the ana.lgesies, presented in the first eha.pters,
a.n1 then give a summary, ar.rl. tee con~lusion which I have drawn

from the review of the literature.

~
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MORPH!NE-SCOPOLAMINE
Of morphine-seopolamine analgesia in labor, Dr. David
Findley (16) writes, nseriou.s complications in the baby were relatively rare.

Mild asphyxias were eom.~on but rarely were re-

suscitative measures, other than gentle massage of the spinal

column and external heat, required., provided the air passages
were clear • • • • •

I earu"lot recall more than one or two babies

dying as a result of over-dosage of opium (in a series of 1500
oases).

In those cases and in others showing marked asphyxia,

either the analgesia was given late in labor or deep seeond~ry
anesthesia was given at the time of delivery.

No ~arked asphyxia

was noted in babies delivered spontaneously ar:il. without seeoniary inhalation anes thesis.."

In this series, Dr. Findley gave morphine sulfate, gr. 1/4,
or pa.ntopon, gr. 1/3, and secpolamine hydrobromide, gr. 1/100, to
primipara.e when pains were 5 minutes apart, and. 3 em. dilatation
of tbe cervix was present.

If there was no relief after the

first tour, an ad.di tional 1/200 gr. soopolam.ine was given.

Only

rarely was the morphine repeated, and then in a dosage of 1/8 to
1/6 gr.

Mu.ltiparae were handled the same, exoept that the initial

dosage of analgesia was morphine, gr. 1/6 and seopolamine; gr. 1/150.
From this series, Dr. Finiley ooncludes; that morphine is a
fairly satisfactory method of relieving labor pains, an:l is the
analgesic of ehoice in home deliveries,

._.

women.

am

in highly neurotic

Fetal asphyxia is not noticed in any markei degree un8

'-"

less the morphine is followed by seeonia.r:r inhalation or rectal.

anesthesia.

F. F. Snyder and E. M. K. Geiling (50) have done experimental work with rabbi ts, and have given 13 mgm/'Jq;:n body weight a.t

the onset of 1 abor, with a fetal mortality of 57%.
eontrols have a mortality of 12i.

The normal

When only l mgro/kgm body

weight was given at the onset of labor, the mortality was only
23~.

Tb.is is the analgesic dose.

Most of these fetal deaths

occurred in certain litters, rather than in isolated fetuses which
were affected.

Thus, the conclusion drawn is that morphine defi-

nitely increases fetal mortality by injury to the mechanism of
labor, ratber than to the fetus itself, the danger of fetal
mortality being twiee that of the normal control~
A vary careful analysis of a group of patients, with no

analgesia, with morphine alone, ani with sodium pentobarbital

a.lone, was uniertaken by Dr. Mengert of the University of Iowa.
He came to tbe conelusion that, especially in multigravidas,
morpbine is onl::r slightly more dangerous than is sodium pentoba.rbi ta.l.

97. 9% of the ba.rbi t9.l babies bre9. thed spontaneously

within 60 seeorrls, and 95% of the morphine babies did so.
tne eontrols, 98.9% breathed within 60 seconds.

Of

He st~tes that

morphine. when given in the 2 or 3 rour period before delivery
should be expected to cause fetal distress, wbieb, however, is
readily combatei by the usual resusoi tative measures.

During

the hour just preceding d~livery, and the time more than three

,_.

9
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hours from delivarJ, the morptina effect on tre cr~ld is negligible.

'He ec-nclu.rl~s. "On tre basis of ch9se obse:rvatior~, there

1 \'! rio good reason f,:,r t,h<1 ~o"'r,l,,.,te d isoon tirn.1ame of morphine as
an ar:..9.1ges1c in normal labor although its limitations shoula be

recognized."
Tl:.ere is a great diversity of opinion between obstetrioianst
on the use of rr~rphine.

For exan,ple, tre last two residqnts in

obstetrics in the University of Nebraska teaching hospi ta.l have
had exec tly opposite views on its use.

One bad seen too macy

"sleepy babies" from it, to use it at all, and the other said that
J::.e would have used it all tbe time if th~re •Nas a decent respir-

ator in the department.

Many obstetricians use morphine for specific purposes, in
obstetrics, other than analgesia.

If the patient has been in

ha.rd labor. for many hours, and is exha:usted, morphine, gr. 1/4
is given to relax ani revive her. a.n:i g1ve her a. good night's

sleep.
The evidence against :nort,ihine, I tr_ifl.k, outweighs tr.at for
it, a.nd I would not use it in my own cases, except for the

purpose deseribed in the above paragraph.

--

lC

._,.
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RECTAL FTEER-OIL MIXTURES

J. T. Gwatbmey (22) in 1923, wrote cf rectal ether-oil mixtures:

"We have established the furdamental principles upon

which painless labor may be safely Norked out. i.e., 'by using
the minimum dose of a nu.rriber of drugs, compatible and synergizing, using each drug for a definite and specific purpose."

This is essentially the basis for tre etl:er-oil mix~~res, of wr~ch
there have been many.

Several drugs are incorporated into a

mixture, with ether as tl:e basis of tl:e prescription.

When this

technique was first suggested by Gwatbmey to A. B. Davis, the
metriod of proceeding W8,s to start with a group of drugs, in small

enough doses of each so that practically no results were obtained,
a.nd then the dosages were graduaJ.ly increased to the point of
maximum efficiency ani safety.

Fifteen separate oombir1ations

of drugs were tried, with indifferent results and the sixteenth
is published in Gw~thmey 1 s paper in 1923.

The sixteenth com-

bination consisted of quinine r;yd:robromide, gr. 10; aleoriol,

dr. 4; ether, oz.

2f;

olive oil, oz. l.

With this was combined

a hypodet'lllio injection of 2 cc. of 25% magnesium sulfate, with

or without morphine sulfate, gr. 1/6.

G-N,9.thmey

various ingredients, and their purpose.
tr:e analgesic.

The alcohol is used as

expla.infl the

The ether, is of course
g,

vehicle for the ether.

The olive oil is to prevent irritation of t_be lower colon by
the alcohol a.nd ether.

When the ft rs t combifill.tions were tried;

no quinine wa.s inelud~, and the labor was definitely- slewed,
~

11
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sometimes with eorr,plete cessation of contractions.

~uinine

was suggested as an antidote because of its known abortifacient
action, in sn·all enougb doses to merely stimulate the uterus to
contract.

Magnesium sulfate was added because of its adjuvant

effee t with the ether.

In this first article, the results were:

Sedation was

present in 941 of the patients, exei tement in 3%, ani no ehange
in

3%.

ture.

The excitement was attributed to the alcohol in the mix96i had normal deliveries, 4% were forceps.

labor was increased in 4%,.
4 and vomiting in

a%.

phinciated, a:pnea in

The time of

Nausea was present in 2, t:birst in

1% of the babies were non-fatally a.s-

2%,

ani tre other 97% cried spontaneously.

The method of administra,tion was to give tl:e hypodermic of
magnesium sulfate when

2

fir..gers dilated, repeating one to three

times when necessary.

Two hours later, or when the cervix is 2

to 4 fingers dila.ted, and the pa.ins 4 to 5 minutes apart. an:l
30 seeori\.s or longer in duration, the above instilla.tion is given

rectally.

The analgesic effect begins in about one-half hour,

and lasts for 4 tc 5 hours.
The sdmoni tion is given, that the magnesium sulfate must be

ch8'T:iea.lly pure, as well a.s sterile because cf tee danger of
slougMng g,nd burning in the arm after the injection.

Weston

and Heward (54) have reported a series of cases in which they
have injected 2 ec. or more of 5o% solution of magnesium sulfate

in 1000 patients, without any sore a.I'!ns or sloughing.
~
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given by itself, this drug gives sedation in 15 to 30 minutes,
It·was effective in 2 cc. doses of

lasting for 5 to 7 hours.

50% solution in 82.?~ of eases, and in 6%. repeated injections

a.re neeessa.ry.

In 11% 1 it is ineffeetive, even wr.en repeated 3

or more times.
One year later, in 1924, Gwatbmey published another artiele
(23) wi tl: a later report on the various combinations of drugs
whieh he had been using.

He states that now, he relies on 2

drugs, wi tlr a synergis tie action with each other.
a.re magnesium sulfa.te a.ni ether.

These two drugs

The same technique of administra-

tion is used as w~.s reported in the previous paper, except the
alcohol was reduced to 2 drachma, and the oil to 4 oz.

He has

a. series of 380 cases, wi tl:. no change in the drug dosages used
in the last 100 eases.

Ten drugs were used in the first mixture,

and now only two are used.

There is now included. in the first

hypo of magnesium sulfa.te, morpbine, gr. 1/6, a.nd no morphine

is included thereafter.

Gwatr.mey states tr~,;,t be and his

colleagues have tri~ oral ether, combined with paraffin oil.
He got delBifed. respiration in 2 and cyanosis in 4 babies out of

25 patients on whom the method was triei, arrl states that it

is definitely more dangerous than either rectal ether, or inhalation ~ther.
In 1925, Gwatbmey read a paper before the New York Ob-

stetrical Society, in wMch 1:e st~tes th1:1,t the only cr.afl..ge
wr.ieh they (24) have made in their techniq_ue in the last year
'wi

1:3

'-'

is to add a

2-f:'1,

solution of novooain to a.11 hypos.

In answering

a. question by Hirst (31) during a discussion, Gwathmey said

that either a fraction or all of the mixture eould be repeated.
The latest infor:I!ation on tr.e tecbnique used at the New
York Lying-in Hospital, wbere most of this work was done, indicates
that the magnesium sulfate has been dispensed with, a.ni morphine,
gr. 1/6

a.no

scopolamine, gr. 1/150 are given by hypo when the

patient is in a.otive labor, and wbAn tte effect of this medication
is diminisning, the ether ins tillaticn is given.

Three types of .

instillation are used. depending on the strength of the uterine
contractions.

The first ras 20 grains of quinine, the next has_

10 grains, and the third be.a none.
often used.

The large dosage is not so

This metbod is applicable to ~bout 70~ of all patients,

a.ni. is about 85% suecessful in these.
Rectal ether mixtures have one definite disadvantage, and
tbat is the fa.ct t1a.t they are ad.ministered by rectum.

If tr.a

lower bowel is not thorougbly cleaned by en enema, tl:e absorption
is not good, and the dose is inAuffieient.

If the colon is

i rri te. ted by the eneil'.a, rapid absorption takes nlaee, and the

sedation is too deep, and too short.
eartain.

The dosage is thus un-

The added difficulty of not being sble to do ree tal

examinations within an hour (as r~eo~.1r.erlled.) is enough to dis-

courage the use of the rectal instillations.

This will be dis-

cussed Tore fully in the chapter on paraldehyde.
14
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PA F.ALDEPYDE

Paraldehyde is a volatile, eolorless, transparent, inflammable fluid; slightly soluble in water and miscible in alcohol
and oils.

The formula is (CR3CB0)3.

It is rapidly absorbed

from tl:e intestinal trae t, and is also rapidly excreted by the
kidneys ani lungs.

It is this last property, of being excreted

by the lungs, whieh is one of the main objections to its use.

It has a. vary disagreeable odor, a.ni it can be detected on the

breath of the patient for a.s long as 24 hours after administration.

Paral.dehyde was ;ntroduced as a hypnotic by Cervello in

about 1882 •
De Costa. and Reis (12) have written an article in which
three metbods of oral administration are presented.

The first

method is to mix 4 co. per 20 pounds body weight with almond oil
and orange juice, chilled, on an empty stomach~
ir. 10 tc 15 minutes, ani lasts for 4 to 6 hO\.irs.

Hypnosis occurs
On this regime,

relief of pain oceu'l:'red in 92%, end amnesia. in 88% of ea.ses.

36i were restless. 2.41 were excited,

ar.d

28% vomited.

The seeo!Xi

method is to use the same chilled emulsion, using 15 ee. of paraldehyde to a dose for the first two doses, which are given 30
to 60 minutes apart.
4 to 6 hours.

In long labors; 8 ec. more paraJ.dehyde is given

every 2 to 3 hours.
obtained in

.._,

This type of analgesia and amnesia last for

92%.

Results in pain relief were the same, amnesia

restlessness in
15

2ei,

no excitement, and

48%

vomited.

_,i

When vomiting occurred a few minutes after ta.king, one-half the
dosage was given again.
The third m-9tr..od of giving paraldebyde by mouth is in 1 co.
capsules, giving 4 ec. every hour with a maximum of 28 eo~ in 14

hours.

These a.re ordinary small gelatin capsules• but they mu.st

be filled immediately before ta.king because chemical reaction

with the paraldeqyde softens them, and they a.re unstable.

No

figures were q,uoted on the effect of the small, frequent dosage,
but the following conclusions were arrived at.

Big doses have

botl: an analgesic and. am.nesie a.c tion, but ".!a.use mu.oh too frequent
vomiting and restlessness, and ooeasional excitement.

The small

doses do not have such an effective analgesie and amnesic aotion.
but have a s8iative and hypnotic action.
De Costa ani Reis have also done some work, giving morphine,
gr. 1/6 with the second 4 ec. dose of paraldebyde, saying that
they are unprepared as yet, to q_uote figures, but that the morphine enhances the analgesic and amnesic effect of the srr.all doses
of paraldehyde~

Conn and Vant (8) ha.ve combined sodium pentoba.rbi tal (nembuta.l), witb para.ldehyde, in the following way.

Nembutal, gr. 6,

is given when pains ani active labor are definitely established,
a.nd

are fallowed in 30 to 60 minutes by pa.ra.ldehyde, draehms 6,

if under 150 pounis, and 8 if more, in one ounce of olive oil per
rectum.- This is followed by l! to 3 gr. of nembutal later; if
necessary, or pa.ra.ldecyde,. 4 drachms, repeated once or twice in

...,
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24 hours.

In case of l!'!,te restlessness, or inability to swallow,

pernoetin, 2.2 cc. is given intravenously.

No reetal examination

is done for one hour after the r9Cta.l instillation is givan.

If

the par&ldecyde was given early in labor, the odor is not on the
babies' breath.
poorly.

The infant may be listless for 24 hours, and feed

Ne restlessness in the mothers was fou.rn with this method

of administration.
In an article read before the Obstetrics, Gynecology, ani
Abdominal Surgery section of the 1934 session of the A. M.A.,
Colvin and Bartholomew (7) have reviewed their series of 100 oases,
in which they have used paraldehyde, in corr:binE>-tion with sodium
amytal.

This mettlod is as follows.

When labor is well established;

with pains every 5 minutes, ard lasting 45 seconds 1 3 gr. of amytal
and 6 to 8 dra.ehns of pa.raldehyde in olive oil by rectum.

In

i·

to

l hour, with about 4 to 5 cm. dilatation, 3 more gr. of amytal,

and the rectal instillation of 6 to 8 drs.cbms of pa.raldecyde in
olive oil is given.

At tte time for the second a.~ytal and the par-

a.ldehyde, if no prcgress ha.s occurred, 1/6 gr. of morphine, and
l/300 gr. of scopalamine in l cc. of 50% magnesium sulfate is
given, and this is usually reciu.ired. only in nullipara.e.

The,.

results include 8~ total amnesia, 16% pa.rtia.l amnesia., with islarxls
of merr:ory, and ~ failures, with no amnesia.
stant motion), a.nd

pa.ins).

4i

~ were excited (con-

showed restlessness (some motion between

The authors attribute this to the barbiturate, rather

than to the paraldehyd.e.

Tl:ey reach the conelusions that pa.ralde-

~
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hyde with amytal or pentobarbital approaobes the ideal analgesic,
ttat 90 to 95~ complete amnesia can be obtained, and that there
is no contraindication to its use in the bome delivery.
Kane (33), in dieeussion of Colvin-Bartholomew's article,
says tba.t he used 1 cc. per 10 pounds of body weight, 4 2 or
3 c~. more, given per rectUill. in 4 ee. of normal saline, as of-

.

ten as once per hour fer~ dos~s.
,Hl~l'-lly sleeps for 3 to

the nar<;i.ldehyde.

3-i-

He states that the patient

hours, before -requiring rapes.ting of

He does net use barbiturates, but does quite

often use morphine. especially in early nu.llipa.rae •
Dou.glass and Peyton (15) have a method of giving paraldebyde
oral:.y, combined with propylene glycol, which deserves recognition.

Propylene glycol is a colorless, odorless fluid which has

an acrid or sweetish taste.

Para.ldehyde is very soluble in it,

and its taste and odor are masked.

It is very low in toxieity.

The mixture is assembled like this; 50% pa.raldehyde, 4~ propylene glycol. alld 10% alcohol (90%).

10 drachms of this mixture

a.re combined with 20 drachms of syrup of Ma.eis, just before ad-

ministration, both being chilled.

Cotton is put in the nose, and

some water taken immediately after the mixture is swallowed.

The

taste of tLe paraldehyde was successfully disguised in 40 of the
50 eases,.

The other 10 stated that it h':ld a. bitter, sweet, or

sligbt burning taste.

This mixture was ad.ministered when there

were regular contractions, 5 minutes or less a.pa.rt, lasting 40

seconds, or longer, and with a 5 to 6 em. dilatation in nullipara.e,

~·
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and a 3 to 4 om. dilatation in multipars.e.

antioipatEd within 3 to 4 hours.

A delivery should be

The results which they obtain,

a.re much better than those of any previous series of paraldehydehandled patients.

Memory was gone in 5 to 10 minutes with complete

amnesia in 94% of eases.
oriented for 24 hours.

The patients remain drowsy and disMoore ani MeCurdy (46) have used l oo.

per 9 pounis body weight f- 3 ee. and 1. 5 cc. benzyl a.leobol in 100
cases.

They give 2 cleansing enemas; a.ni 20 minutes of anal

pressure witl a towel, after the rectal instillation.

They give

a. second dose 2 to 4 hours later.

After several doses, the patient

sleeps 4 to 6 hours between doses.

They add morphine to the nulli-

parae, early, and sodium amytal to the mul tiparae.

They say only

that they hs:l varied results from the medication, and eonelude
that it is not the ideal or even best, but is among the better
methods of sedation.

They do not like the odor which is in:.pa,rted

to the breath; both of mother and baby, and admit that the rectal
administration is a dra.wbaok.
In mentioning the disadvantages of the rectal ad.ministration

of medication, Douglass and Peyton have this to say.

l.

The

medication is difficult to get above the iesoending fetal head.
2.

It is easily expelled.

3.

There is slow absorption of drug

from the lower bowel and uncertainty of dosage.

4.

The obstet-

rician ean• t do reetals.
The use of pa.raldebyde is hindered by several things.

First,

its odor and taste make it very diffieult to take by mouth, ran-

'-'
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dering either a oomplica.ted fornm.la of vebieles to ma.sk these; or
a rectal instillation necessary.

The dis"-dvar,tages of the rectal

route are given above an:l. constitute very real problems to any
medication given this way.

Secondly, the odor of the patient's

brea.tb, for as ·1ong as 24 tours, makes it unpopular for the
people who c O"'.ne into conta/~ t with tr:e patient.

Para1dehyde is

excreted partly by tte lungs, less bv the kidneys, but most of
it is destroyed by the liver, :nakirig it unsafe for eclamptie
patients, and. those with kr:own liver damage.

By accident, 104 ee.

were given in a single dose, 9,fter which the patient recovered
after a 32 hour sleep.

120 cc. were given rectally- to a woman

in labor wit~out fatality.

However, as little as 31 cc. giv~n

rect9.lly to a patient caused death.
rrobably responsible for this deatb.

Previous liver damage was
(19)

Pa.ra.ldebyde, then,

ha.s 4uite a. large margin of safety, aai is effective a.s a. hypnotic

witL a small percentage of excitement or restlessness when given
in small doses.

If the odor and taste of this dru.g -,an be

masked, and if the after effect of the bad od o,- on tr.a breath is

ignored, paraldehyde is a good analgesic agent for relief of
labor pa.ins.

"-'
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THE BARB!'I'LTRATFS

Barbitalj the oldest of the barbiturates, was introduced
intc :nedicine by Fiecber and Von Mering, and was callEd verona.l,
in 1903.

Phenobarbital was the second oldest, and wa.s intro-

duced. several yea,rs later, uni,;r the trarle name of luminal.

Since that ti~e, there have been hundra:is of compou.,".1Cls tried,
and dozens put on the market, as sedatives, sleeping tablets,

The barbiturates first came into the obstetrical lime-

etc.

light in 1929 and 1930 1 with sodium amytal and pernoctin.
Numerous articles b~• v.a:rious 9-uthors have been published in

the last 15 years I giving the results, dosEi,ges, and other
data about tba barbi t1.1T'io aeid derivatives.

Ba.rbi tal, per-

noetin, alurate, dial, phenobarbital, aznytal, ortal, pentobarbital, secona.l, evipal, pentotr.a.l, and tuinal are all various

drugs wi tr. confusingly similar names arrl son1ewhat different actions.

Classified, in general, the barbiturates osn be called

short, m~ ium; and long-acting.

The rapidity of action, arrl ex-

oretion1 or detoxification makes tte difference.

Alurate,

barbi ta.l, dial a.Iii pbenobarbi tal ~re long-a.eting drugs; amyta.l

and pentoba.rbita.l a.re medium-acting; and evipal, seeona.l, a.nd
pentothal are snort-acting •
A new combination of drugs is tuina.l, a. 3 gr. capsule

eontair.i~

ll

gr. secona.l, and. l} g:r. nembutal, giving botb a.

short <mcl !!:edium-a..cti~ eo'!1bina.tion.

._,.

The drugs are not new.

The combination, and their action may be.
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It is usei by
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several Omaha obstetricians.
In. 1934 1 Irving, Berman, and Nelson (32) published an

article giving a CO!rprehensive survey of eight different
n:ethods of snalgesia, with 100 eases in seven of them,
a.r.d 160

in the ei~hth.

They imluded a-cytal a.nd scopolamine,

pantopon and scopolaroine, pa.ntopon and rectal ether 1 pernoetin,
a.reytal ard ~tter 1 pentobarbital and seopolamine, pentobarbital

and rec ta.1. ether, and pen to barbital a.nd paraldehyde.

These

eight metl:ods of ana.lgesia wer~ vgry C$:JTAfully compared for
effect on mother ani cbild, a.nd. tte eonelusion tr.ey came to
was Ua.t pen tobarbi t.sl and scopolamine
eight ll'etrods.

W!'.l.S

the best of t:he

The eff~c tiveness was 861 absolute, a.n:i 141 in-

This method is nav, as a result

complete, with no failures.

of tris study, used almost exclusively at the Boston Lying-in
Hospital •
They obtained 16.2% restlessness, which they now control

with rectal ether.

0tb8r conclusions which they arrived at

after their study are:

Don't use pantopon or morpUne, or

other suob narcotics, because of the delayed respirations in
the infant.

The higrest incidence of restlessness is with

paraldehyde or seopolamine, but the best anmesia is obtained

witt seorolarnine, CO'Tibined witr~ barbiturates.

Rectal ether

:tas a. low incidence of excitement and r'!lstJ.essness, but also
bas a r9.te of airnesia which is considerably lower tha.n that of
tte seopolamine;

All methods show a del~ in respiration of

._.22
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the infant, but a.cocrding to the 1:1.u.thors, t'Lis oan be ignored,
because of t'Le lowered stillbirth r~te, ccmpared with that of
1920, a year picked at random, with no anesthetics given to

tre parturients at the Lyir~-in Hospital.

The stillbirth rate

in 1920 was 1.41, while that in 1934, of the series reported,
was .93% 1 ant none of trese was due to the anesthetic used.
It would be i!t~ossible in the length of ti~e, or amount

of spaee, whicr I have h.:,re, to put down the variety of drugs,
their dosages, and their results whieb have been reported in
the la.st 15 yea.rs.

I ttink, instead, I will try to give a general

outline, of tee trend the obstetricians rave shown toward using
the barbiturates.

Besides tt,e article given above, at least

two comrrehensive reviews of the litera.~~re, which is essentially
what tr:is paper is, 'have been published i.n the 1a.st eight years.

The first one was publisred by L. F. Bushnell (6) as a thesis
submitted for the degree of Master of Medical Scieooe in Ob-

stetrics.

This paper is written as a. Collective Review, with

~uestionna.ires sent to 95 of the outstanding obstetricians
scattered tbroughout the United States.

There were two p~rts

to his questionnaire.
The first :part had to do with the d :rugs used, t1:e route
of ad.ministration, in:iicatione for initial medication, Md the
dosage.

The second part asked a series of ~uestions about the

results obtained.

A place en tr.e questionnaire for general

eom.·:nents yielded a rerr;<1rkable series of statements, whio'J:; will

'-'
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be reviewed in tr:e surrm.ary and corolusion of this paper.
following quotation will sbow tre trend of the article.

This

"The

questionnaires have sto.,.m that pentobarbi ta.l sodium is the most
popular of the barbiturates in use.

It is used either alone,

in the !,,od.ified Gwathmey techniq_ue, in combiMtion with paraldehyde I wi tr; ~oopol.91I1inA, as a preliminary for spinal or local
anesthesia, in conjunction with morphine, or as a rreliminary
to the intravenous sodium pentothal."
A detailed discussion of the drug is then given because of

its prevalence in the ~odern obstetrician's arm<.mientarium.

It

is stated, that nembutal has twice tbe toxicity of barbital,
5 .5% times its eff icienc:v, and 2. 7 times its safety, and its

action la.sts 1tbout 1/6 as long.

It is d9stroyed entirely by the

liver, and thus is to some '3Xtent oontra..inclioated in p~tients
with liver damage.

This is a d1r.9Ct contrast to barbital which

is excreted, largely unchanged in tre urine.

The basis of ac-

tion of the srort and ~sdi~~-aoting bartiturates is their rarid
destru~tion in the liver.

T:te long-actir,g ones, und.argoing no

sucb change req,uire the longer kidney

M

tion.

Experiments show

tbat ani;r,als wi t1' livers weakened by phcs(torus or ca:rbon t<?Jtra.ebloride, are exceptionally susceptible to the ao tion of the

shorter-acting barbiturates.

The dosag~ of na~butal used is

from 3 to 6 gr. initially, and within an hour or two; another
ll to '.3 gr.

This i~ combined, a.s ~x:plsined above, with other

a.gents, wricb a.re eitr.:Ar given a.t the same tirr'.e as the nembuta.1

_,
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or a half-hour to an hour la.ter.

The dosgge depends :pri?narily

en the doctor, and the adjuvant it is corobined with, some drugs

•

needing rrore support than others.
The second paper, reviewing liter~,ture, wa.s written by Gaskill (12) in 1941» who comes to the conclusion that, "There are
definite trends that are noticeable wl:en reviewing tr~e recent
literature.

The first is the prevalent use of barbiturates a.r:d

the many different new for.ns t~at a.re being introduced . • • •
The most ir.a.rked trend in the literature has been the in!rease in
the use of loca.l and regional nerve bloek."

Dr. David Findley has reported on Ms personal experiemee
with obstetrical s.nalgesics, in 1937, and has isiven doseiges of
nembuta.1 as 7~ to 9 gr. in the initial dose, and says that this

has reduced the ~nount cf excitability, raised the percentage
of complete amr.esia.,

am

Lull, wro is using thB tecbniq_ue, sBlfs

that he has bad no increase in fetal ast,:hyxia..

Dr. 'Findley re-

ports the findings of Bill, cf Cleveland, who used sodium a~ytal

in doses of 9, 12, or 15 gr., eitter with or without scopolamine,
ard has simila.r results to those of Lull.

Ra.cia.l chara.cteris tios

seerr, to ~lay a. part in tl:e croice of analgesics, higl:ly excitable
women, suer a.s Latin or Hebrew, seldom r-sacting well to the

barbiturates.

They are more likely caalidatas for morphine,

a.long with the Sou.them European peoples.

He concludes that the

barbi tura.tes a.rs the most satisfactory sedatives yet prod.uoed.
1Qcci ta.bili ty is commonly seen, but c.9,n be suec<3ssfully combated

_,,
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by

the use of rectal ether.

Fat&l asphyxia is not encountered.

In general, Oma.ha obstetri::ians are in complete agreamant
with Dr. Findley about tte use of the bat'bi tur'il.tes.

Dr. Ard arson

uses evipal, Dr. Sage uses secona.l, Dr. Luikart uses tuinal, Dr.

Moon uses ne:nbuta1, etc.

Dr. McGoogan al terna.tes between demerol

and nambutal-scopolamine, an:i us9s :norpcine-scopola.mine in

primiparae, with prospect of a long 1 hard l~bor.
In his qusstionna.ires, Bushnell found dosages to vary from

4f

to 9 gr. of nembutal, ani from l/200 to 1/100 of soopola.-

mine.

The in:idence· of complete amnesia is reported to be from

60 to 931, and of partial, frorr: 7 to 24'%, and failures, from
3

to 16%.

Most of the mens~ that the babi9s show po evidence

of the drug, but many claim "blue babi9s 11 are occasionally born.
Generall:v speaking, labor seem$1 to be shortened., especially
if the drugs are not started until labor is under way, and dila-

tation of the cervix has started.
Dille (13) has done experi~ents with rabbits, and has discover~l that sodium amytal 1 in analgesic doses, and sodium

barbital in anesthP-tic doses easily pass the barrier of the
placanta and are foun1 in analgesic quantities in tbe fet~
tissues, ani a.mniotio fluid within 15 ~inutes.

Later, Dille (14)

experimented with smaller doses of sod iurn barbi tltl (75-100
:ng/kg) ani founi that it also was found in the fetal tissues,
showing that it goes trrougc t~e placenta just as easily as

the anesthetic dose.

'-"

The fetuses wera viable in al) studias,
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but respirations were delayed, and anesttesia. was nearly ob-

tained .
There is pTevalent, among many men, the idea th9.t so-eallei
"blue babies" a.re (lui ta often found when heavy barbi tura.te

seda.t:on has been used.

Hanley (25} has reported 312 eonseeu-

tive private patients, in whieh 6 gr. of nembutal

am

1/150 gr.

of seopolamine, with later 3 gr. rr:cre of nembuta.l, were used.

Ee reports results, as 82% good, 13% fair, and

5'%

poor.

Six

babies were deeply asphyxia.tad at birth, and six more s.howed
evidence of asphyxia..

V. G. Damon (10) has reported 226 ca.ses

when he used an individualized dose of nembutal and scopolamine, varying from lJ; gr. nembuta.1 to 9 gr., and fro??: 1/250
to 1/100 of scopolamine.

He emphasizes the individualizing dose

and states that the ~ore you do tr.is, the ,~tter results you
get I arrl tte r.arder it is to do.

He rates his results on am-

nesia acecrding to the p'ltient, 91% excellent, 7%> good, an:l 2%
failures.

Godd is wben isolated sever9 pains are remembered.

He tests his patients for idiosyncr8!.Sies to nembutal, but founi

He atte~pts to gai~ the confidence of the patient ani

none.

waits till labor is well-established before he begins medicaAldridge {l) agre~s with Dan:-0n, esrecia.lly on testing

tion,

the drugs, and irdividualizing dosages.
Barbiturate derivatives, most commonly ooxbined with
soopolsmine, a.re t'he most often used analgesics, in obstetrics,
tod.1.t.y.

There are small voices heard through the journals,

._,.
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which say that there is uniue depression of fetal respiration

Ii
i:

I

.]

from their administration, but tl:ey are definitely in the

minority.

I, icyself; would use nembuta.l a.nd. scopola.mine, on

obstetriC-'3.l p~tients .
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CONTINUOUS CAUDAL ANALGESIA
"The key-hole whereby the entire problem of pain in childbirth ma.y be unlocked is the sa.cra.l hiatus.
needle is the key.

The malleable caudal

The adequate dosage of metyeaine necessary to

block the pathways of pain involved in parturition is the oombina.tion of that lock."

Thus writes Dr. Robert A. Hingson (29) of

continuous cauda.l malgesia.

In an article wr1 tten in July, 1943

(27) , after the in troduo ti on in 1942 t of continuous oa.ud.al, Hing son

a.nd Eiwards quote Detee as saying, "Why put the whole body under

anesthesia when you are going to operate on one part? There are
three reasons for local and regional anestresia:

first, its avail-

ability; secord, its safety from oomplications; a.r.d third, the af-

ter results." '!hey also quote T. J. Stander (51) in Williams• Obstetrics, as saying, "If satisfactory analgesia were alw~s possible,
drugs having an amnesic action could be entirely dispensed with."
These three 4uota.tions give the a.im, the encouragement, and the

thesis, respectively, in the use of continuous caudal anA.l.gesia.
Continuous caudal analgesia is the most talked-about, most oontroveraial, and most a.'oussi bomb-shell to be dropped into unprepared
obstetrical eireles since the ad.vent of twilight sleep.

It has been

highly p11blioized in the lav journ9.ls, over a hum.red articles hav-

ing been published in lay magazines, and newspapers, most of them
written by persons who know next to not'hir.g about continuous eauia.l,
ani who have n'9Ver ~een it in use.

.._.
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There have bean around trirty

·~

thousa.ni ea.ses delivered. by the continuous caudal technique, sime

June, 1942.

The prevalence of the method, a.ni the controversy

over 1 ts use have led to a. rather thorough discussion of it in this ·

paper. perhaps longer than any of the other methods of relieving
pain.

In di,eussing the physiology of uterine pain, which is the
basis of the success of the method., Bingson a.ni Fdwards ei te the
work of Clela.ni in 1933 (28).

The motor fibers to the ut9rus,

whicb ea.use the eontraetions ineid~nt to labor are sur,plied by
the sympathetic nerves from the aortic plexus, with additional and
supplemental ne"es from the solar, renal, and genital ganglia~
The nerves leave the spinal

cord, as nearly as all eliniea.l arrl ex-

perimental evidence indicate, at levels above the tenth dorsal seg-

ment.

The sensory enervation to the uterus 1s derived from the

sympathetics of the eleventh and. twelfth dorsal segments, anl their
ganglia..

The cervix, a.ni birth canal itself, have, a.s their sensory

enervation, para.sympathetic branches of the saeral nerves.

The

perineum is sensitized by nerves from the lower division of the

sacral plexus of somatic nerves.

This convenient arrangement of

the nerve supply to the ut~rus and vagina !lllows a separation of
the sensory and motor components by the level at which they come off
the spinal cord.
dorsal segment,

The motor enervation comes off above the tenth

am

tr..e sensory nerves to the uterus, cervix,

vagina., a.al perineum come off at various places on the spinal

30
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eord, from the 11th and 12th dorsal segment on down.

It shoulci be mentioned here, that the nerve supnl.v to the

anal spr~neter,

and

to the bladder muscul~ture, ani sphincters

also come off the spinal cord below the level of the 11th and 12th
dorsal segments.

On this fact are based some of the objections

to the technique, as will be explained later~
Detailed. studies of human sacra have been made with injections

in to fresh cadavers, and embalmed bodies, with the intention to
discover how far the eaudal injections carry in the epidural spa.oe~
The studies, in some cases, include measurements on the dista.noe
from the hiatus to the dural sac.
Lanier; et al, (37) made

of 56 embalmed cadavers,

a study

with injections of 30 cc. of methylene blue solutions into the
caudal canals.

~he levels to which the solutions rose varied

a great dea.l, but generally a.greed

w1

th the results of the work

of o there on embal!r1ed bodies, but disagreed with the results obtained on fresh eaiavers.

The important contribution of this work

is the measurements on the distances from the hia.tue to the dur&l

sac, and. the percentages of eases in which a.
could penFJtra.te the dural

HC

2i-

or 3 inch needle

during the caudal insertion.

The

average level of the lower end of the dural sac was the middle
1 /3 of the body of the seeon:l sacral vertebra., and was caucial to
that in 46,4~ of oases.

Tbe average distance in nm. from the

hiatus to the dural sac, was 47a4 mn.,
42% of cases.
~

a.rn

Allowing 10 mm. for skin
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a.m

was less than th&t in
subeuta.neous tissue,
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64 .2i of the dural sacs could be pierced by a.

86.9% by a 3 inch needle~

3i

inch needle, a.:nd

This is quite a startling revelation,

The o!"iginal directions ·for the insertion of the needle by Rir..g-

son and :m;.wards in their 1942 article (26), say to insert the
needle from 5 to 7 em. into the canal..

The thing which proba.bl7

save<! th.em many subdural injections, or a.t lea.st the return of

s~inal fluid into the needle was tte fact that they say to hug
the ante~ior side of the posterior wall of the canal with the
point of the needle, in the midline, there being less veins, and
resist~~~~ ttere.

Lanier points out that the duraJ. sac is often

quite firmly ~dhere_nt to the enterior canal wall, but is usually

loosened from the post$rior wall, and suggests the same procedure.
Baptisti (B), in~ seri~s of two hundred consecutive oases, sqs
that in obese ,.ndividuals, a.ni in eases ivhere it is uncertain
wbether the needle is in the caudal eana.1, that the depressing of
the hub of the needle, and withdrawing of the needle a few nm. is
eno-J.gb to feel the needle ser&1:'e en t,he po::-terior wall of the canal,

am. rr.ake su.-re that it is in tte ~anal.

Th! s sign is obvioualr ab-

eent '."tr-en the needle is inserted posterior to the sacrum, subc1.: tsneo-::\.«ly.

The first intrcduet5on of caudal analgesia, in single injectt~rs;

W2!'!

made siw.11 ta.neously by the Fremh surgeons, Sicard

ani "-<!_thelin in the year 1901.
mean~ of relieving bed-wetting.

Ca.thelin used the method as a.
Obstetrieal use of caudal anal-

gAsia rad occurred to Cathel in, but he did not use it.

,._,

?rc~~ine was the urug used in these early oaudal injection~.
By 1920, over four thousand. oases had had caudal analgesia...
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were three postoperative anesthetio dea.the in these oa.sas, reported
by

Zweifel.

They occurred wi thit~ ten minutes after tbe single

caudal injection of 0.6 gms. o~ rr;ore of prn-:-'3.tre, ·:ihi~h is new con-

sidered ~s rather a large dose of pron~ine.
In reviewing tr.e article of Lahmann a.al Mietus (36), it is

found that Stoeckel made the first application of caudal analgesia
tc Ob$tetries in 1909.

F~ used procaine, on a series of 141 nor-

mal deliveries, am was struck by tbe perinea.l relaxation whieh

he obtained, the laek of impairment of uterine contractions, a.ni
the immediate respirations of the infants.

Meeker ard Bonar re-

ported 200, and these two articles will be ~bstracted; as giving
a. eross-seetion of the findings of the men who have used single
ea.udal injee tions in obstetrical ea.see.

Lahmann a.ni Mietus used 25 ce. of a
most of the patients~

~

metyea.ine solution in

The anesthesia of tr.e skin around the anu.s

was used as an index of the extent, a.nd the speed with which the

analgesia. was obtained.
hours.

follows.

The anes thesie. la.s ted one ani one-half

The percentage of success in t~is series of eases is a.s
Out of 400 cases» 348 obtained anesthesia of the

perineum; ani loss of eontra.etion pain; 31 obtained loss of eontraction pain, but retained pain when outlet forceps were applied;
10 were a.ware of contraction pain; a.nd 11 were oomplete failures.
The insertion of t'he needle .,,as made while tbe petient was in the

knee-chest position •
The authors used no epinephrine in the solution as do some

.._,.
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other men. and therefore had no taohyoardia, palpitation, bypernea, pallor» nausea, ard vomiting, which had been reported.

A

complication which they did get, however. in five patients, was
a. transitory disorientation, a.rd olonie convulsions, the longest
lasting two minutes.
out convulsions.

Five more patients were diso~iented, with-

These untoward reactions oe~urred just after the

injection, and are attributed by the authors to a sensitivity or
an idicsyroracy to the drug used.

Although they didn 1 t definitely

say; these authors seem to have very little q,uarrel with caudal

analgesia during labor.
A. Baptis ti ms.a reported 200 cases of caudal block, with one
injection of 30 co. of 1% novoeaine with eight minims of 1/1000
adrenalin.

In 20 to 30 minutes, up to 50 minutes, surgical

anesthesia appears, which lasts an average of lj hours,

~m

e&u.ses

a slight slowing up or weakening of the pains for a short time.

In 14 of the 200 eases, the author wa.s unable to get in the canal
with the needle, and 11 of these occurred. in the first 45 cases,

al'Jd were assumed to be partly at least 1 due to inexperience.

In

the other 186 cases, relief of :pa.in was present, al thougb in four

of these eases, there was no angsthesi& of the perineum.

Two

vascular collapses occurred with recovery in 15 minutes~

Two

patients had drops of 70 points in systoli~ blood pressure, and
one had a. drop of 100 without symptoms; 27 patients averaged.
an 18 point drop in blood pressure, and 48 haa an average rise

of 20 y;,oints 1 w1 th 106 patients having no eha.nge in pressure ..

_,
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Baptisti ha.s also injected fresh cadavers with meteylene blue
novooaine, the solution rising to the 11th thoracic vertebra.
Under pressure, the 30 ee. of solution was forced to the ?th cervical
vertebra.

Hingson and F~wards reporting on the present status of

eontinuous caudal, in July, 1943, have stated that they have injected fresb necropsy material witr 30 cc. of methylenP blue solutions,

am.

have obtained dye no higher than the sixth thoracic

segment, ani always as bigr. as the tenth tr:oracic segment.

Lanier

obtained dye frequently, which was as high as the upper six thoracic vertebrae.

On the basis of tbe studies which he made, Baptisti

makes the sta.tement that more than 30 cc, should never be injected
into the cauria1 canal at one time.
Lun:iy of the Ma.yo clinic has reported over 15,000 single ~audal
a.nesttesia.s; witr_out a. single fatality.

This is tbe largest series

under a. single type of anestreti~ reported without a fatality.
ferring to botl: caudal end tra.ns-sa.cra.l block, he says,

Re-

"Sacral

block is one of the most satisfactory methods ~va.ilable to the anesthetist in the whole field of anesthesia.

It is difficult only for

those who will not take the trouble to train themselves in the

technique.
By this tirr:e 1 tr:e scene had nearly been set for the entrance
of oontinllOUB caudal a.nalgesi&.

It remained. only for Lemmon to de-

vise the eq,ui..JX!ient he used for continuous spinal anesthesia.

This.

was in 1940, ani gave t:"e origin~tors of th~ caudal tecbnique their
final prerequisite.
~
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In Hingson 1 2 ani Edwards' original article, in 1942, (26)

their series consisted of 33 eases.

Of these 33, 23 had episiot~

cmies a.rd outlet forceps, while 10 of them had easy apont&neous
deliveries.

Immedi!l.te relief of pain. a.rd eornplete relaxation was

obtained in all 33 ca.ses lasting 45 minutes per dose.
in that first article, the following instructions:

sedative was to be used.

2.

They gave,
No other

1.

Find the sacral hiatus, with the

thumb, and m&ke a wheal with 1% novoe~ine.

Insert the needle,
\

resting the needle on the anterior wall of the canal, and then
insert tb.e needle from 5 to 7 em. into the i,a.naJ..

Use a

3~

16 gauge Len:mon malleable silver spinal needle.

4.

Then attach

this to the Lenrrron eontimous spinal apparatus.

5.

Inject 30 cc.

of

11i

metyca.ine in isotonic saline. ur:dar low pressure.

6.

There-

after~ inject an average of a.bout 20 cc. every 40 minutes, or when

the patient eornplaina of returning pain.
There was an eelamptic patient in this series 1 who was having eonvuleions, blurring of vision, and a blood pressure of 2'21J/
110.

She was given the same treatment as the otr.er patients,

and after the caudal had taken effect, her blood pressure was

140/90, sbe was ra.tioM,l, and took fluids~

After 13 hOurs of

analgesia., she delivered a 6 pouni healthy male cbild.

Soon after tLis, articles began to appear in the journals
announcing the results which various men had had with the new
method.

McCormick et al (44) have reported a. series of 100 eases

in wbieh they discuss a modification of the technique of injection,

._,
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which requires the use of a ureteral catheter, inserted through
the larger size neeile which is inserted first.

This article gives

advantages and disadvantages to both types of injection apparatus,.
Advantages of needle over catheter technique.
ment is easier to clean.
simpler.

3.

l.

The equip-

The insertion of the apparatus is

2.

Only l instrument is inserted in the sacrum.

tubing-needle junction is more nearly perfect;
ca.theter junction.

4.

The

than the tubing-

A 19 ga.uge needle is more easily inserted

5.

tha.n the 13 ga.uge required when the catheter is inserted through

it.

6.

Not as lllUCh l~a.kage occurs through the ltgament over the

hiatus, with the needle.
Disadvantages of needle.

l.

Needles do slip out.

2.

If tbe

patient is obese, the drug is oeeasion&lly given subeutaneou.sly.
3.

May get an intravenous injection of the drug in the vein plexes

in the canal.

4.

Ma..v get a spinal.

5.

Needles do break.

6.

More frequently obtain a unilateral. anesthesia.
f

Advantages of the catheter technique.

2.

Earlier administration is possible.

ther into the canal~

4.

movement of the patient.

canal.

6.

3.

l.

No spinal anesthesia.

Can be introduced. far-

There is less trauma. when there is any
5~

It is easier to tell if it is in the

If the curve of the oa.nal is abnormal, a catheter can

go around corners easier.

?.

Less trauma.

8.

The patient ca.n

lie on her bMk.
Disadvantages of the catheter technique.
req_uired.

2.

la

Greater skill

Only one attS!npt ea.n be made with the 13 gauge needle.

'wl
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3.

May get inserted too high for the nerves.

may ourl.

5.

4.

The catheter

May get into the dural sac if the needle is

high ar.d the dura is low.
These authors give their opinion that the catheter is
better than the needle techni~ue.
This article also gives a list of the advantages, and disadvantages to the continuous eaudal analgesia method.

Since the

list is quite 0omplate 1 it will be given.

Advantages of continuous caudal analgesia.
l. Pa.in is relieved.
2. In cardiacs, !U'ld. when exertion of bearing

down is unwise, it is preferred.
3. Rela.xation of the musculature is obtained.
4. No additional anesthetic is needed if there

a.re tears to repair.
5. Moulding of the child's head is negligible.
6. Less maternal aspiration during unconsciousness.
7. Labor 1 in general, is shortened because of the

a.
9.
10.
11.
12.

shortened 1st stage.
Uterine bleeding minimized.
This method of analgesia is considered very good
for prema.ture infants because of tr.a lack of
asphyxia, prevalent in prema.turea.
Fewer postpartum complications a.re seen.
The patient 1s conscious.
La.parotomies, if needed, are materially
helped by the peritoneal desensitization.

Disadvantages of continuous caudal analgesia..

l. Takes too much time for the physician to
watch the patiente
2~ Special training 1s a1~ost a necessity for
proper teehnique to be developed.
3. Even with expert technicians, as Hingson a.nd

Fii.wards; 8.8~ failures are reported.
4. Obesity makes the needle difficult to get
in to the hia. tus.
5. Versions a.re reniered more difficult, if not
impossible, by the good uterine tone which is
~
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maintained.
6. There is always the possibility, when needles
are near nervous structures, of injury to tbema

?. There is also the possibility of a spinal infection being carried to the brain, or meninges.
8. There is no bladder urge present. and the bladder
must be very earefu.lly watched. both during labor,
a.ni afterwards, for a.tony.
9. It is hsrd to keep the level of the anesthetic
area even, when it is used over 6 hours, bees.use
of the difference in dosage of drug neoessary.
10. This is an exclusively hospital procedure.
ll. The sec om stage of labor is lengthened because
of the lack of the bearing down reflex,
12. This is not a good method to use when there ia
a eepha.lo-pelvic disproportion.
·
13. Generally speaking, mothers do not want their
babies all covered with blood azld verniX when
they first see it. (This could be very easily
prevented) •
14. In ease of births of illigitimate children,
which are to be given for adoption, the mother
shouldn't hsar the baby's first ory, or see it.
15. Some women don't want to know &t\Ythi~ a.bout
their labor, or what goes on in the delivery

room.
16. There may be blood. pressure drop, a.mounting to
actual eolla.pse in some cases.
17. ~reeking of the needle in the canal constitutes
a raa.1 danger.
l~. High maternal and fetal death rate.
19. Restricted nsefullness. ~8.81 (1941 figures)
".:f w::rr,en are deliver&'.!. in homea. ~4n.r,ber 4~
,.:;,;;e delive-i:f.ld. ir, :;;:"1,:t.ll U11B•r1ipped l (,.;,1_,itals,
with ,;.nskilled help, c1D.d c.f/: of thosa that 9,re

+1>!,e,-l are not, S's.lCCessf,1-1; ~.-r.:y-way, e,-,ren when
don~ by eryeT"ts.
Hingson a.rrl Eiwa.rds naturally a.re the -nen to whom we turn

for thg positive side of the picture.

Th~~ believe ard state

t'hat c0ntinu.ous oauda.l is a very effective means of eliminating

pa.in in childbirth, e.ni can be used with absolute safety, li

the physieia.n follows their instructions explioitly, is aiequa.tely trained in the aotual taobnique of the injections, and.

..._,
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hanlles his patient with tha usual -9mount of intelligence, ani
common sense.

They have written many articles on its use, ard

have in each article given their admonitions to the obstetrician,
ani their contra.in:lioations to its use in a.cy- p.3tient.

They have

repaa tedly s t.9,ted that no physi~ ian should un:lertake to give a
p~tient this method of analgesia unless he follows those rules
of procedure, and has been thoroughly trained in the technique.
The original article has been mentioned.
In the Ootober 30, 1945, Journal of the American Medical
Association, Hingson and ~wards (27) have written a.n analysis
of the first ten thousand confinements managed with continuous
caudal analgesia, and have included in this article the report
of the authori' first one thousand cases.
plete &rtiele.

This is a very com-

They sent questionnaires to the obstetric clinics

whieb they had visited, presenting teaobing demonstrations, and

when returned fro~ 55 clinies, these gave an accurate pieture of
the use in adeq_ua.tely trained institutions of continuous caudal
analgesia.

The results obtained by these two groups of inii-

vidua.ls correlate very closely.

For instance, the pereentage

of eompl3te relief of pain in the clinie series was 81%; ani
in the authors 1 series, was 80%.

Partial relief of 12% was ob-

tained in both series, ani about

a%

Falls in blood pressure over 20

were present in

were considered as failures.

s.7'%

of the elinic

cases, which only 4% of the ~1thors• patients have hai.

Urinary

retention with eatheterization, more than oma, was present
'w'
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in 2.8% of the elinio cases, ani only .06% in the Hi~son and
Edwards series.

The maternal mortalit1 attributed to eontimous

caudal analgesia. was .04 and .O~, while the uneorreotei fetal

morta.11 °t'J wa.s l.6 ani l.4~.

.oz%
in

in both series.

6.n

mort&li ty was

Increased nausea. ani vomiting were present

in the elinie series, and in 4.8% in Hingson•s ani Ei-

wards1 series.

1%

The corrected fetal

All other complications a.ni findings were below

in both series.

The article also presents Hingson 1 s and miwards 1 newer
directions in the technique of inserting the m&lleable needle.
The additions to the precautions are interesting, and irrlieate

the progress whi~r' t'bey :h.,nre made in the few yea.rs since they
originated the technique.

These additions will be given.

1. The special malleable stainless steel 19 gauge
nesile is used instead of the silver need.le.
2. The point of the needle should always be below
the level of the second ea.oral spine.
3. A careful aspiration is performed.a
a. Should clear spinal fluid be obtained,
the needle has pierced the dura and
lies within the subarachnoid spaoe.
In such event, the needle should be
i:amed.iately witbirawn a.nd the case
r,.1.led unsuited for caudal analgesia
for fear of producing a massive spinal
injection cf the analgesic drug.
Anatomio a.noma.lies w1 th such low lying dura are rare. Failure to recognize
this si~iation would be extremely hazardous~ if not fat~l •
b. The withdrawal of pure blood indicates
that the needle has pierced a small
blood vessel in the highly vascular peridural space. In this event, the point
of the needle should be moved 'Wltil

/
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blood oan no longer be obtained. Then
the injection is oontinued cautiously.
4. The danger of intraspinal injection, with appearance of spinal fluid previously mentioned,
can be minimized if a trial dose of 8 co. of
the solution is injected and further action
delayed for 10 minutes to see that a low spinal
anesthesia does not ensue. Without relief of
pain or loss of motor power in the lower extremities in ten minutes after injection, one
oan safely assume that the subarachnoid space
was not entered.
5. Five per cent sulfathiazole ointment is then
generously spread around the eoll~r of the
needle.
6. We have eontimied our supplementary injections
for a ~aximum of thirty hours and for an average
of seven hours.
Indications that the solution is in the peridural space.
a. The patients usually experienee a sense of fullness progressing to a.n uncomfortable sensation
in one or both legs as the solution eireumsoribes
the perineural components of the sciatic nerves4

This sensation ca.n be minimized by slower injections.
b. There will be a progressive analgesia in the areas
supplied by the eoceygeal, hemorrnoidal, perineal,
pudenial, ilio-inguinal a.n:i iliohypogastric nerve.
Analgesia should be complete in t~enty minutes.
e. There is relief of abdominal ut~rine cramps within
five to fifteen minutes after injection.
d. Pronoumed vasoi ilata.tion, cessation of swea.ti~ and
inerea.se in temper~iture of the skin of the feet will

.._,.

ensue wl trin five to fifteen minutes a.f tar injeo42
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tion.

This phenomenon is often noticed on

one side several minutes before it occurs
on the other.
Indications that the solution is being injected outside the sacral canal.
a. Failure of the injection to relieve pain within
thirty minutes.
b. The appearance of an "injection tumor" supar-

fieial to the dorsum cf the sacrum.
Contra.iniieations to continuous caudal analgesia,
not mentioned before.

a. Infection over the site to be injee~.

(Fi~r-

unele, earbunole or a~eess, infeete:i pilonid u cyst, pyod~rmia., or fungous infection)
b. Patients with a history of sensitivity to one
of the ooca.ine dgrivatives or subst1 tutes.
e. Patients with advanced anemia, unless oxygen

or whole blood, or both are given.
d. Patients psychically unsuited.

(History of

hysteria or vasomotor instability, epileptiform seizure, central nervous system disease,
a.ni those wr:o have had mening 1 tis or en...
e epba.li tis •

Hingson and Ed.wards summarize their instriietions a.nd eonclu=
sions as follows.

......
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l. The incidence of operative obstetrics is in-

creased.

2. The incidence of posterior positions is in=
creased to about~ because of the relaxation
of the levator a.ni muscles.
3. The incidence of transverse arrest in midpelvis is slightly increased because of the
failure of the mother to use ber voluntary
forees of expulsion.
4. To offset the first three disadvantages, all
types of oper~tive obstetrics are faoilitated.
5. No oxytoeio drug should be given u..."1til after
the termination of the third stage of labor,
because the ut,rus contracts firmly with the
delivery of the baby.

The plaoenta is us,.18.lly

expelled in two to five minutes after delivery.
6. The analgesia sLould be started cnly after
labor is definitely est~blished and the

p~tient

is in need of relief from pain.
a.. The head must be engaged.

b. Contractions should be occurring a.t five

minute intervals or less.
o. Progressive dilatation of the cervix 3 om.

or more should be in ,rogress.

'-"
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7. The incidence of fetal mortality and rr,orbidi ty

may be expected to decrease considerably, since
there is apparently less birth shook to them
by this than by any other method.
9. An um-,rstanling of the a.n-~tom.y of the peri-

dural space, the sacri.un, and the surrouming
struc~1res is essential.

A thorough know-

ledge of the neurology of the pelvio viscera
is a prerequisite.

A familiarity with the

pharmacology of the cocaine d3rivatives and
substitutes used in this method is necessary.
The proper interpretation of the physiology

of labor as ~lt9red by continuous ~audal
anal~esia must be studied diligently.
9. For success w•i th. continuous caudal analgesia.,

knowledge of the rel~ted principles of the
basic seienees must be combined with a high
degree of obstetric competence arrl a skilful
apnlieation of this new teohnic in a.n~sthesi-

ology.
Hingson and Edwards have very frankly set down the disad-

vantages of their method, a.s well as the :ldvantages, and have
oome to tbe conclusion that their method is workable, alt~ough
it eannot be universal in a.pplication~

.._,
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all com-
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plioations of the method can be overcome, or never occur at
all, if the obstetrician adheres strictly to the rules. whieh
I have given q,bove.
Hingson ani Eiwards have, in their October, 1943, article,
given a t~ble of the ad.vantages and disadvantages of the three
methods of ad.'T!inistration of the analgesic, needle, •ea.thetar,

or continuous (gravity} drip.

The first two are approximately

the same a.s the dtscussion set down above, re:portei in McCormick's

article, and will not be repeated.

The a.-rgumants for and a-

gainst the continuous drip method, as advocated by Bloek and
Rotstein, will be given.

Adva.nta.ges a.re:
l. Hand over sacrum detects episacral needle by

stopping gravity drip.
2. Apparatus is si~plified.
3. There is less infection because less band.ling

is necessary.

Disadvant~es a.re:

1. Less accurate control of analgesia •.
2,. Constant watching by a.n a.ttenda.nt is necessary

to determine the level of anesthesia..
3. ~~ount of drug used is more, because of
leakage.

4. Nes:lle breakage is more likely with patient
constantly on baek4
~
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5. To offset advantage of less handling, there is
more possibility of infection locally because
of ps.tient being on her ba.ck9
These points against the rlrip method of administration, I
believe, eliminate it as a possible method of technique in the
future.

Hingson and lll:lwards do not use nor recommend it.

Other articles by other men have eith9r corroborated the
evidenee already presented or disagreed with it.
thes~ will be reviewed.

c.

Several of

B. Lull, in 1944 (39), presented a.n

article before an obstetrical group on co~tinuous caudal and in
general gave the same ins truetions, a.rrl especially contra.imica.tions, that are given above.

He adds floating bead, dead fetuses

or monsters, and dwarfs or midgets
the list of contraindications.

Wi tr. low-lying d.ural

sa.es; to

He says that they now use 2 to 3

gr. of barbiturate with the continuous injection.

This is quite

an admission. considering that before, in other a.rtioles, the
originators have said that no other medication was ind.i~ated, or
n.=,'9ded.

He mentions that just in case of emergency ca.re being

needed, the following things should be handy~

Oxygen, ephedrine,

cora.mine 1 plasm&, a sterile spinal neerlle, and a barbiturate for
intra.venous use ..
Lull also mentions something which had baen relatively un=
talked about.

Ee says do not talk in front of the patients, who

are under the influeme of the continuous ~atdal.
47
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He states that
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they have been having a. hard time with interns who ha.va been used

to having p-::1tients sedated or amnesic.

"They are a.wake, and do re-

member."
At the discussion of Lu.11 1 s article, Hingson (30) gives again,
five physiological reasons wby this 1s the ideal approach to the
nerves involved.

These have been mentioned before.

Lull eon-

eludes the discussion of his paper, by s~•ing tr,,,a.t there are no
seq_uelae, ani little morbidity, no paralysis. no backaches, ani
it is not necessary to catheterize if the bladder is watched.

The four dsaths reported, he says are these: l.

A patient in

which the continuous drip tachtdq,ue was used, a.nd she was found
dead.

2.

A cardiac p9.tient, wr.o would have disi without the

com-plication of pregnancy.

3.

A 1'&se which was handled by an

osteopath, about wbicr he has no comment.

4.

One p<ttient, who

died of a massive ir.feetion of the peridura.l space, in whioh the
organism at fa.ult was dafini tely traced to t'he accidental use of
a.n

unsterile syringe.

Also, at tbe discussion aft9r Lull 1 s pa.per was re!d, the
following ~uotation from G. W. Kos::nak (35) seems to pretty well
express the sentin:ents of the large ni.Jmber of obststricia.ns
who 9,re ailverse to conti111J.ous ~a.udal analgesia..

"We gave up

chloroform, because we became afraid of its dangers to the heart,
the liver, etc., yet here ,pe a.re invadinrs one of the most

dalicat~ sensitive, and easily inju-red structures of tre body
48
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wit}, a :powerful drug, the reaction of which cannot always be
foretold, si'Ilply to do away with pa.in wHeh might be alleviated.

. .

in less radical fashion.

It ca.n never be made ap-

rlio~ble for general use, and if, as obstetricians, we ~~rAe on
tbe d '9sirabili ty of rivin~ v,'l1a.tever re,lie::: i<J pcssible to tbe
woman u .. labor 1 we "!!"1.s+, p~rsi"t in the search fC1r ~- ??;etrod wrieh
ts 'T•Ore 1miversally anpli~a.ble, anJ freer from danger. 11

Siever and Mousel (4S), hg.ve reported a series of 300 con~ecutive cases, usir~ pro~aine.
conclusions:
2.

l~

They came to the follOWir.g

It is a. sa.tisfaotcry ~ethod of analgesia.

The catheter teehni4ue is the best mettod..

the equipment ani procedure is essential.
morta.li ty rate is seen,

4.

3.

Asepsis of

A lower fetal

They had t:re same very good results on

an eclarr.ptie patient, as has been re1=orted in all series.
Lull an::l Hingeon (41) have written a marvelous monograph,

call~ "Control of Pa1n i~ Childbirtb."

It discusses the continuous

caudal tecbni4ue in detail, and also gives the essential points
of all ot'her m!:ltrods of pa.in r"lief.

It ad.els only minor details,

witl: which this paper is not concerned, to the major points already discussed, but it is heartily recorrmended to anyone \Vho is
interested in obstetrical Malgesia~

Lyons and F.ansen (42} have reported a series of 200 consecutive, unselected ~ases.

of these.

·~

Complete analgesia was obtained in 195

They encountered no obstetrical eomplinations whioh
49
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would be oontrain:licating, apparently having had no pl~enta
pra.evia.s.

They ad.mi t the complica tions 1 such as intravenous,

or subC.ural injac tion, infections, eto., and also tr.a increase
in operative dPliveries.

They bad low baek pain for 2 to 6

hours after anesthesia wore off in 12% of treir cases.

They

used 1.4% metyoa.ine in norma.l saline, 39 to 45 ec. ir.i tia.117 and
20 ce. in 30 to 90 rr.inutes later, averaging 50 minutes.

The

primiparae got a.n average of 100 cc. total dosage, and the
mul tipara.e received an average of 65 co.

One interesting fact

was no·ted in connection wit'J: t:-is report, and is the first time

it was reported.

The first 90 patients were in a knee-ehest

position for insertion of the ne:,;Ue, and after tba.t they were
placed -nrone, witr. pillows uni.er tr.e thighs.

They oonsid:~r this

mu.e1 more satisfaetorya
Corengelo (9) has reported 61 patients wit~ no complications
except bl~c:ier a tony, wr.ich he says can be descreased by ~a.refully wa.tchir.g the bladder during labor, 9.Ild not allowing dis-

tention.

He also gives a small dose of barbi tura.te.

Levine, et a.L (38) have repc:rted en 250 cases, in which
no sisrious ocmplica.tions war"! seen, arrl only a fl'JW mild circulatory

disturb-s:nces which were ea.sily combatted.

They have an addition-

al trick in injection, which is to inject the initial dose, in

tbree divided doses, 8, 10, and 12 cc. at 5 to 8 minute intervals.
This is to pro tee t against headaches from too fast injections,
and

'-'

to detect accidental intravenous and subdural injections,
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before serious damage can be done.

The first time that a post-

d.elivery regime has been mentioned, is in this article.

authors recommend that

¼gr.

The

morphine sulfate be given immediately

after the delivery because of tl:e pain wM.eh they experieme af-

ter the analgesia wears off.
tioned in tbis article.

Low back pain h&s also been men-

They s~v that heat ani massage is of con-

siderable help in relieving this discomfort, which~ last several
days.

Dr. Dorotl-.y Thompson (52) has reviewed the use of continuous

caudal in a ::r·imeographed paper; distributed to the present ·senior
cl!'!-ss of the University of Nebraska, am has added inertia uteri
to tbe list of obstetrical contraindications*

Otberwise, her

article is well covered in the foregoing material.
'l'l::.is, then, is the evidence for and ~gainst continuous caudal
analgesia.

In general, I thirlr, the evidence against outweighs the

evideme for, and leads to tr-e conclusion that this procedure,
while an important link in the cba.in being forged to reach the

perfect analgesic, is by no ~~ans t~e answer to t~e problem.

There

are too many complications, too much danger, too much skill re~uired for the 8Verage obstetrician, who wants an unco?11plicated,
safe, efficient method of handlir.g his patient, without the un~ert&inty of the caudal~
:-:1
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MISC"ELLANEOUS METHODS OF A111A.LG"ESIA
A.

The use of seopolamine, alone, has teen reported by Kirsch-

baum (34), who gives it in the following dosage.

He gives 1/100

gr. intramuscularly, 3 doses 1 one-ha.lf hour apart, and then repeats it when necessarv.

He says that he only has 1% extreme

excitement, and less than that are moderately restless.

His

results are complete amnesia t He skin tests the patients in
the last month of their pregnancy with 1/1000 gr. intraderma.lly,
anc. tris reaction indicates the amount of excitement to expeeti
but it doesn't mean you can't use this method.
B.

Spinal anesthesia has been used in a nu.~ber of clinics for

obstetrical analgesia.

Burton (5) has reported a series of cMes

in whicb he hei,s used spinal for cardiac patients, and reports

good results, because of th"'I la.ck of heart s tr a.in, whieh is seen.
Re used a series of 100 normal cases, in which ha used 0.6 ce.
heavy procaine, with the injection between the 3rd ani 4th lumbar
vertebrae.
Spinal anesthesia was reported in 3 of Bushnell's 95 ~uestionnaires.

Tb.is report contain8 several other methods which are

not very eommon 1 which will be mentione:1 here.
he preferred by some men, over morphine.

Heroin seems to

Chloroform is still

used, especially in the ~ore rural districts.

Cyelopropana is

recommenied by 1 of the 9fi, ani ni trou.s oxide-oxygen during
pains is reported, but is ~uite expensive.

,._,
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C.

Demerol is a. new drug, whi-::h ba.s been variously known a.s

dolantin, dolantal, and ~ethidine, and has an action similar to
morphine, but not as strong.

It is a sedative, has a spas~o-

lytic a.c tion, with mor!;hine-like a.ri..a.lgesia..

It depresses smooth

muscles more than papaverine, but less than atropine.

It has

been raported as both shortening, and lengthening labor by relaxing tbe utsrus.

It is given in doses of 100 to 200 milli-

grams, intra'!lU.scularly, or intravenously.

Gallen and Prescott

(17) have reported 60% complete relief with the drug, and on
obtaining no relief at all.
a.r.d scopolamine.

9'%

5i

They have combined it with morphine,

of t:i:e infants required resusei ta.tion, ani

no deaths were reported.
Schuman (48) has reported on demerol, used in the United
States, ani states that it is better than the barbiturates for
analgesia, but not for amnesia.

He says that it does not depress

infant respiration, ani says that demerol I combined with scopolamine is superior to anything he has tried.

Guttman has reported

on demerol, used in patients with intra.cranial lesion, and says
it apparently does not imrea.se intrscra.nial pressure.
D.

eypnosis has been oc~asionally reported in the literature,

one m~n using it on all intelligent patients, who are willing
He says that they ask for water, bed

to undergo the proeedur.e.

pans, etc.; and st~tes that he has been able to rebypnotize one
patient ever the telephone, when she came out from under the
spell, during the delivery.
~
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E.

toea.l anesthesia. has been reported as .a terminal anesthetic

in ease of operative deliveries, at the end of the seconi sta.ge 1
a:ai is of no value in the first stage, ard so will not be discussed here.

F.

Intravenous analgesics are reported by some authors.

Porter

Brown (4) has used intravenous dial urethane solution, with
dial,

am

1oi

40% urethane, injected at the rate of l ce. per minutet

having the p3tient count, and injecting till she loses count.
He

uses an average of 4 oo. up to a maximum of 5 ec.

Repeating

the dose, not more tra.n 12 cc. total, he has had 75 to 90% good

results.

Sodium pentothal has been used as a sl30ond stage anes-

thetic, but is not very effective as an early 13.bOr analgesic.

'-"
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SUW,!ARY A1'.'T CONCLUSIONS
A review of the literature concerning obstetrical sedation,

or a.nte-partum analgesia, has brought to light a number of interesting facts.

An idea of these trends can be obtained by read-

ing over the comments wtiob were mad~ by various cbstetrieians,
in answer to Busr.nell Is q,ues tionnaire.

The most notic3able thing in the answers is the objection
to the use of the word "routine", used in reference to the drugs
given to obstetrical p2tients.
1 routine'.

One says, "We do not have a

Ea.ch ('8.se is individualized.

success in the use of analgesia • • • • .

This is the secret of
Careful individuali-

zation of cases a;ncl dosage is of first importance."

Another says,

"No routine ~an be establish&:i for women in labor."

And

another

comment reads; "It must b9 distinctly und.::.rstood that each case
is slaw unto i.tself and must be treated accordingly."

So, it

is·understood, by reading these q,uota.tions, that I may be in the

minority; in believing that a routine srould be established, whieh
is C9:pa.ble of being the standard practice of a given obstetrieia.n.

Another thi~ which eomes to at t.ention, and is accepted as
a fsc t by a.11 doc tors, is the thought expressed in tte following

4uotation.

"We have not founi an id"3al analgesia, and are still

trying various methods and. combinations."

Tr.is statement, oan

safely be used 1 1 tbink, as a one-sentence sumcnar.1 of this, or
a.ny other rr:odern pa.per, on obstetrical s.nalgesia..

,._,,

Many men r_a.ve stated tr:eir belief that the present trend of
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cornpla te analgesia and routine oper1.:1,tive deli varies a.re dangerous
to both mother ani cr,ild.

They r:ave said that it is not advisable

to attempt to give women completely "pa.ir.J.ess" cbildbirth--rea.sonable analgesia is good, but heavy doses cf n~rcotios are not

popular.
The tendency toward the use of ba.rbi turates is probg,hly the
most do,finite impression gained.

Almost all men use some barbi-

turate, at least as a.n ad.juvant, to other methods, if not as the
:nain analgesic drug.

The ease of ad.minis tra.tion, a.ni the effective

and pro!Irpt action obtained are t·no good :reasons.

There is ab-

sence of the large a.mount of e:i~1~trnent, and t<?ro.bniq11e necessary
i'r1 oa'.ldfl-1 analgesia., rectal insti11lititn-1c;, a.rd spinals.

The

a.orn~~l administr'31t~on T.a;r P?eily be left- to the dieereticn of the
i:itern

0r

r~sid ent.

.

The a.dvar.t of continuous caudal analgesia is the ~ost sta.rtlin5

clevelopment in recent yeri:rs. and, as explained above, has 1 "!Id to
a somewhat lengthy discuss ion of it.

It is as far fro::; the answer

to obstetrical pa.in relief as any n,etr. .od to datfl, a.rd farthi:,r than
some.

We !!nlst look fartber than caudal for t'he answer.

This paper will be cor.cl 1Jd.ed with two (luote.tions, which ex-

press the two rr.a.in i'.l'lpressions whict Ir.ave gained in doing the
rea.dine: necessary in comriling this thesis.
"In all of these ~,ethods ur:der discussion, the man wto is
giving tte ana.lgesia after all hoHs th~ balance of suaeess or
failure in his r.ands •
_.,

If he has had enougll experience ani
56
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hie judgment is sufficiently sound, he car, take any of these

drugs and produee satisfa.etory results with them."
"'There is a.s yet no w:t.olly safe or sq,tisf'actc,ry means of re11.P-ving the pa.ins of ehild.birth. 11
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